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Insofar as waste is a relative concept, determining whether a practice is wasteful involves
a comparison, “Wasteful relative to what?” In comparing two practices for which is more
wasteful, one approach is to determine the utils and expenditures of either practice and
find which maximizes utils and minimizes expenditure. The problem here is the old one
of how to determine utils, a subjective measure. Looking at three (fictional) biographies
of well-done lives and borrowing from animal-welfare research, I suggest using the
concept of human telos as an objective standard by which to assess an individual’s or
group’s practices and environments in terms of (subjective) utils. Determining human
telos can be improved through ongoing, such as paleoanthropological, research. I briefly
apply my proposed procedure to the biographies and suggest that criteria of waste be
set as expenditures of practices in excess of those practices that optimally approximate
human telos.

WASTED LIVES, WELL-DONE LIVES
Setting the Foundations for Criteria of Waste

While determining what is waste can often seem obvious, such determination somewhere 

involves the question, “Wasteful relative to what?” If one light bulb attains X lumens at 7 

W and another the same X lumens, with comparable spectrum, at 35 W, one considers the 

latter bulb a waste relative to the former. If a community of 1000 can attain U utils (say 

as a measure of good life or happiness) on Y kW of energy expenditure per year, and 

another community of 1000 can attain U only on 1000Y kW per year, plausibly the latter 

produces excess waste energy relative to the former. However, establishing a valid 

measure for U across communities, or even for something so simple as light-bulbs, poses 

an enormous theoretical problem. Does the greenish spectrum of Light-bulb 1 produce 

the same goodness as the more solar-spectral but wasteful Light-bulb 2? Do the arts 



produced by Community 1 provide fulfillment of human capacity, so that its citizens’ 

utils are truly comparable to the utils provided by wasteful Community 2’s arts? Say I am 

an actor, and I get all my food from a garden I till by horse, producing little “trash”; while 

Jack, another actor, eats fast-food that produces hundreds of pounds of paper waste per 

year. But Jack spends more time at auditions and gets more roles than I do, since I’m 

always gardening. Why should Jack’s paper trash be called “waste,” if it enables him to 

pursue his goals more thoroughly? Why should my time at the plough not be deemed 

waste, since it takes time from my pertinent goals?

In short, then, to establish criteria for waste, we need to resolve an underlying 

issue of lives, their moral quality, and the degree to which our energy and resource 

expenditures fulfill these. That is, we need to find some way to do what has long daunted 

economists and philosophers, to create a valid measure of U, by which we can compare 

communities, technologies, and individual lives and assess whether activities X to 

accomplish Z are more wasteful than activities Y to accomplish Z (or goals sufficiently 

like Z). I propose that this underlying issue, being based on lives and their moral quality, 

can be approached by seeking standards for what counts as a life well-done in terms of 

such quality. What exactly counts as attaining a high degree of moral quality is beyond 

this paper’s scope, but I can start with a few basics that should, for most readers, compose 

a good life. Consider first the opposite, what would make a wasted life: that of a person 

who has few if any goals or beliefs, who loses or never had much positive social 

interaction, who succumbs early to disease and drug-abuse, and who dies early, say at 

eighteen, alone. This life, while pitiable, is wasted. A life well-done would be one that 

succeeds in terms of these (and likely further) basics. I cannot lay down all the basics; 



instead I will look at three very different lives, well-done according to these basics, and 

ask if any common standard can serve as a way to assess their U. 

Now, I have to make certain assumptions, namely 1) many people from the broad 

group from which each life is drawn would concur that this life is good by their tacit 

standards, 2) these lives would, more generally, be considered well-done according to the 

basics I mentioned. I hope, then, we should be able to look beyond these basics to a 

higher or “meta” standard that transcends these basics; this standard then should help set 

criteria for waste. This process I propose for the paper will become clearer as I proceed.

The three biographies are wholly fictional but based upon possibilities either 

extant or seriously proposed within their respective worlds. These worlds offer extremes 

of human possibility, thereby giving a wide reach and a challenge for the paper’s goals.1 

Life 1 (recent past; Borneo)2

Iruk was born in Borneo in 1930, among the Penan in a forest village on the 

banks of the Ubong River. Around thirty-five people, all his relations, lived in 

the village in his youth. He had three sisters and two brothers; one sister died 

young upon accidentally encountering a leak of blowdart poison. Iruk’s father 

taught him and his brother how to load the latex poison-tipped darts carefully 

into the blowpipe, and by age eight Iruk was successfully hunting bats. Before 

he was an adult he killed a wild boar, and he married a 16-year-old from a 

nearby village. He, like his village, abided closely by the concept of molong, or 

not taking more than you need. When he or other villagers caught a deer or boar, 

1 For readers who find the third biography too speculative to provide much cogent in comparison with the 
other two, I remind them that Putnam’s Twin Earth and substance XYZ is impossible (by current physics) 
yet provides the basis for a strong epistemological point (Putnam, 1973). However, this third life story is 
not physically impossible insofar as it is within the bounds of some speculative physics and its scenario is 
widely supported by many scientists, engineers, and philosophers (see fn. 3). For those who cannot abide 
by an impossible scenario like Putnam’s and find Life 3 impossible, let it at least serve as a foil for testing 
proposed criteria for waste.
2 All facts about Penan culture come from Davis (2009) and Davis, Mackenzie & Kennedy (1995).



the meat was shared among everyone. Similarly for the abundant sago starch 

from the forest. He learned the names of all the forest trails, streams, and rocks, 

the plants and animals, the spirits of each and how they interacted with each 

other and the people in the nearby villages. By the flights of birds, he could read 

prey or danger; he enjoyed the intricate sounds of the forest like music, the 

smells like a type of food. His father, while village headman, took no more of 

anything than anyone else; the village turned to him primarily in leading village 

meetings, as deciding when to move. As area might become too muddy from all 

the trampling the village moved frequently, just taking down their houses built a 

few feet up a tree and finding another site. But when Iruk was thirty-one and his 

father died, he did not become headman; a cousin did. Iruk had three children, 

and his brothers and sisters three or four apiece. He was a grandfather at thirty-

seven but already enjoyed teaching nephews and third cousins how to handle the 

blowdart. By then, distant parts of the forest were falling to loggers, and a sister 

moved to a longhouse established by the government, where she and her 

husband farmed. When she died of an unusual disease, he considered informing 

the government about the loggers. But at 52 he died in a river accident.

Life 2 (contemporary, United States)

Sam, originally from Wyoming, received his doctorate in chemical 

engineering from a top-flight institution and worked in industry and academia in 

New York. His younger sister received a JD on the West Coast and practiced 

there, while his big sister in Casper became an alcoholic whose children sold 

meth-amphetamine. Sam missed his sisters, felt guilty about the older one, but 

found a psychotropic that ameliorated the bad feelings. Though he tried 

convincing her to seek treatment, when she refused he saw he had all the less 

reason to feel guilty: Her condition was either her destiny or her fault. He also 

saw his parents once a year in Casper, and phone and email helped ameliorate 

any negativity from nostalgia. He created forty-two patents for chemical-

industry machines, including one that made the protective coating on medicine 

capsules somewhat less toxic. He took pride in contributing to this betterment of 



the world through his mind, confident he was part of a world-improving process. 

He married another engineer and they had two children who grew up in a two-

story Orange-County home with minimal toxins and three acres. He commuted 

112 miles per day in a Land Rover, which he took on mountain-hiking vacations 

in the Catskills. One child seemed to have his older sister’s gene for addiction, 

but Sam put him on treatment. Asked by a sociological survey if he was happy, 

he said “Definitely.” His children moved overseas, and Sam died this year at 84 

in the hospital with his wife at his side and with many accolades.

 Life 3 (future, posthuman)3

Bob began life as a human male. He originally studied economics, math 

(probability), and philosophy of mind. Age eighteen, he “uploaded” his mind, 

that is, his brain’s structure was traced by nanotechnology and reproduced on 

computer, where his consciousness was replicated. His organic version 

continued to live, supplemented with psychotropics, silicon-neural implants, and 

other technologies. His uploaded self made many copies of itself, eventually 

millions and then billions. These copies lived in virtual environments that 

appeared like Earth or any planet or landscape imaginable by programmers. 

Many of his uploaded copies joined in tightly organized networks of uploaded 

minds (NUMs), sharing information, inventions, and research within their 

virtual worlds. He did have an organic brother and sister, who also elected to 

upload, and among his various NUMs he sometimes encounters entities that had 

originally been them. His mother had not uploaded before she died, as it was 

against her tastes and ethics, but with her DNA, photos, and other paraphernalia, 

he reconstructed her, restructuring her mind so she no longer objected to 

uploaded existence. Many of the vast NUMs that Bob joined continued to grow 

exponentially in intellectual power until they became vast superintelligences that  

set out to explore and research the cosmos. Identity questions such as what 

segment of the NUM had originated from a human or a machine became moot 

(though traceable on records if needed.) The machines which they inhabited, 

3 All the “facts” in this scenario are culled from Bostrom (2003, 2004, 2008), Chalmers (2010), Hughes 
(2006), and Vinge (1993), with one exception, my insertion of the issue of resources and energy use.



bolstered by new scientific theories, transported them across the universe. In 

fact, their theories uncovered that there are infinite multiverses and how to reach 

them. The vast machines upon which this ever-growing mass of NUMs are 

based ultimately require great amounts of physical materials. Although the 

NUMs can make any element from the basic substrate of matter and energy, they 

nonetheless require ever-mounting amounts of these resources. As they expand 

into more and more universes, they consume more and more universes, so their 

consumption rises exponentially. However, they need not be concerned, because 

the universes are infinite; they could never use them up. When they do 

encounter other life forms, they determine that it is more ethical to absorb the 

information these have created, because information (and the annihilation of 

entropy) is the basis of ethical action; lower life forms are subject to such 

unethical traits as the march of the selfish gene. (As for other superior entities, 

the NUMs appear to be always superior.) The universe’s destiny, by their ethics, 

is to become part of this vast knowing intelligence. Whether Bob is happy is a 

difficult, partly because there are so many Bobs, partly because his identity has 

been so absorbed into NUMs that there is no “Bob” about whom the question is 

relevant. The organic original version—which was left on Earth— underwent 

many transformations until the sun expanded and burned the planet.

The problem in finding a common U is immediately apparent, particularly 

because of certain indeterminancy in Life 3: 1) The issue of happiness or pleasure for 

Bob becomes moot; 2) his identity, like a pat of clay in a forming sculpture, becomes so 

absorbed into the NUM, any kind of positive measure for Bob’s becomes moot. As for 

Lives 1 and 2, there are the usual problems for determining U across cultures and 

individuals, partly because U is subjective. For example, if both were equally happy from 

day-to-day most of their lives, it is not obvious that the fact Sam lived longer than Iruk 

means Sam had higher U and is therefore a life better done and less wasteful (of human 



capacity for good). To make U arbitrarily so dependent on longevity makes U dependent 

upon accidents: Ceteris paribus, Sam’s dying by accident at an age one day shorter than 

Iruk died would suddenly have made Iruk’s U superior to Sam’s. Such a standard for U is 

shallow.

 Is there a way to determine U that cuts through the subjectivity problem yet is not 

shallow and arbitrary? A lesson from animal welfare may help. In looking for the best 

way to keep animals outside their normal habitat, Rollin (1995) turns to Aristotle’s notion 

of telos. For Rollin, telos is the state in which an animal is most enabled to fulfill its 

nature. A chicken in a small cage with 20 others is far from its telos, while a research 

chimpanzee living with others in a large, warm outdoor compound where it can roam is 

closer to its telos. Research can reveal which environments and practices most closely 

approximate this telos. I suggest that research into humans’ telos can help determine 

whether a given set of environments and practices better approximates it than another. 

Further—perhaps my most controversial point—I propose that we establish those 

environments and practices that best approximate that telos as an optimum and that the 

degree to which they approximate the telos can be used as an objective measure of U. 

Full support for this proposal is a paper in itself, beyond space available to this one, but it 

should at least be acceptable prima facie as a candidate solution to the problem of U’s 

subjectivity.

How do we determine this telos? Animal welfarists use experimentation and 

observation to support theories of a species’ telos. Though similar experimentation is 

more limited for humans, paleo-anthropological research can be illuminating. Research 

so far reveals our immediate Homo sapiens predecessors lived, for about 200 millennia, 



in interrelated bands of about 30–50 persons, nomadically, as hunter-gatherers, with 

minimal social hierarch, and probably egalitarian sharing of resources (Davis, 2009). 

Childrearing was often done as much by the group as the parents, and all had the chance 

to see enjoy not only their own children’s growth but that of ever-appearing children of 

relatives, and all children benefited by having many kindred adults to rear them. Arts 

such as stone axes and paintings may have been central to these lives for at least 50 

millennia. Research into groups such as the Australian aborigines indicates elaborate, 

intellectually sophisticated schema for explaining the universe, humans’ positions within 

it, and how to integrate one’s practices within the universe. There is a harmony between 

practices and environments, a balance between these and social environments to allow an 

equilibrium or steady state of the social structure for millennia. If such environments and 

practices can best fulfill our telos, and we can designate them as optimally efficient at 

doing so, then those that approximate it more poorly or with greater expenditure of 

energy are suboptimal. If we let optimally fulfilled telos T be our objective standard of 

(subjective) U, and

PX = practices and environments of any group X.

PU = practices and environments that optimally fulfill T, 

EPU = the expenditures (as in energy) of PU, 

EPX = the expenditures of any practices and environments in approximating T, 

then

W = EPX – EPU

would be the excess expenditure of PX, or its waste.



Which PX in the three lives above more closely approximate T and so have 

minimal W? Iruk’s immediately stands out. Sam’s, in comparison, approximated T in 

many ways, but to see his parents demanded vast expenditures of energy and for a few 

days a year; staying in contact with his West Coast sister required a resource-intensive 

communications network. Iruk’s work integrated intellect with body and with the very 

food acquired by these efforts, which all worked together as social cement (via meals) to 

his group, and these together fit as entireties within his schema of the world. Sam’s work 

may have fulfilled a small niche within his intellectual schema, but it did not integrate the  

entirety of his body and being with his whole social groups (as during meals); these parts 

were more fragmented. Bob may be even more distanced from T. His efforts may be 

integrated with others in the NUM, and these may fit into a universal schema; but that 

schema does not establish a harmony between practices and the environment. The 

environment becomes a mere substratum for an enormous and exponentially expanding 

consumption, however far-reaching the cause justifying that consumption. This lack of 

harmony and balance is reflected in the discontentment with any state S that the NUM 

attains at any moment, because, by definition in the schema, that state S is inferior to S+1 

of the next moment, which must be attained. Discontentment is built-in.

Many people will object to this proposal concerning T on ethical or political 

grounds. However, in proposing T as an objective standard for measuring U, I am not 

proposing a normative moral or political system. I am not saying that, because such a 

measure for U would be objective, we must restructure any PX to better approximate U; 

thus this proposal cannot correctly be construed as regressive or “Luddite.” Instead, it 

offers a way to build a conceptual foundation, based on T, by which we can determine W, 



or waste, by universal criteria, cutting across all practices and environments. Thus, when 

we must answer, “Wasteful relative to what?” we can answer, “Given this foundation for 

W, relative only to universal T.”
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